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vuitton outlet jeremy scott â€“ louis
vuitton bags are prefect for walking or

travel as they are light â€“ the designers
use true â€“ genuine leather that is

custom hand crafted â€“ every bag has a
distinctive patina â€“ this makes each

bag special â€“ here are these signatures
on fakes that are easily identifiable â€“

these tend to be on the wallets and
smaller bags â€“ the leather is as tough
as nails â€“ would last a lifetime â€“ a
genuine leather wallet will always last
more than a paper wallet â€“ here is a

fake and the fake will crack and fold if it
is not glued onto the leather â€“ the fake
is thinner â€“ the genuine will get thicker

over time â€“ the wallets are genuine
and if you are skeptical go to I have seen

20 fakes next to the genuine and they
crumble and fold and the fakes have glue
on them that no one with an eye can tell
right off â€“ I can tell a fake because of
the glue â€“ the genuine not only have
glue on them that you cannot see but
they are thicker â€“ fake wallets have

very little glue and the genuine are
thicker â€“ the genuine has the patina
that goes with it â€“ the genuine has
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what comes from the use of leather â€“
the genuine will last â€“ the genuine will

last a lifetime â€“ a genuine leather
wallet will last a lifetime â€“ a true

leather wallet will last a lifetime â€“ here
is a crock and it will fall apart â€“ the
fake will fold and the crock will crease

â€“ the fake leather is thinner and easier
to break â€“ the fakes often have writing
on them â€“ the genuine has writing on it

â€“ there are great brand names and
famous people on the genuine â€“ these
people have made a billion dollars â€“
there is a new edge of a new world on

the genuine â€“ there are no
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